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Rescue Ribbon

The Rescue Ribbon is a military award of the Star Army of Yamatai.

History

In YE 43, during the aftermath of the Kuvexian War, the recently-created PEARL was seeking to recover
soldiers lost, captured, and missing during the war. Hanako created the Rescue Ribbon as an award for
soldiers participating in such missions as a mark of honor to recognize their efforts.

The first rescue ribbons were awarded to the crew of the YSS Resurgence in the fifth month of YE 43.

Requirements

The requirements to receive this awards are:

Must be a member of the Star Army of Yamatai
Participated in a mission to rescue members of the Star Army of Yamatai or allies who are:

Being held prisoner or
Trapped behind enemy lines

Issuing Authority

The award is issued by:

Director Of Star Army Personnel or
PEARL

The award is issued on a per-mission basis (1 award per successful mission).

Description

The ribbon is mostly pink and has a thick Star Army Regal Blue stripe in the middle with a medium off-
white border on its edges.
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It is worn on the Type 35 Class A formal uniform.

Recipients by Star Army Personnel Database

Agrippina Rossa
Aoba Kuranosuke
Beryl Leyton
Cassie
Fujikawa Okimi
Mineko
Dr. Poppy Pink
Yamamoto, Trowa
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